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Routing for Enhancing Source-Location Privacy in
Wireless Sensor Networks of Multiple Assets

Yeonghwan Tscha

Abstract: In wireless sensor networks, a node that reports infor-
mation gathered from adjacent assets should relay packets appro-
priately so that its location context is kept private, and thereby
helping ensure the security of the assets that are being moni-
tored. Unfortunately, existing routing methods that counter the lo-
cal eavesdropping-based tracing deal with a single asset, and most
of them suffer from the packet-delivery latency as they prefer to
take a separate path of many hops for each packet being sent. In
this paper, we propose a routing method, greedy perimeter stateless
routing-based source-location privacy with crew size w (GSLP-w),
that enhances location privacy of the packet-originating node (i.e.,
active source) in the presence of multiple assets. GSLP-w is a hy-
brid method, in which the next-hop node is chosen in one of four
modes, namely greedy, random, perimeter, and retreat modes.
Random forwarding brings the path diversity, while greedy for-
warding refrains from taking an excessively long path and leads to
convergence to the destination. Perimeter routing makes detours
that avoid the nodes near assets so that they cannot be located by
an adversary tracing up the route path. We study the performance
of GSLP-w with respect to crew size w (the number of packets be-
ing sent per path) and the number of sources. GSLP-w is compared
with phantom routing-single path (PR-SP), which is a notable rout-
ing method for source-location privacy and our simulation results
show that improvements from the point of the ratio of safety period
and delivery latency become significant as the number of source
nodes increases.

Index Terms: Active/dormant source, local eavesdropping-based
packet-tracing (passive attack), location privacy in wireless sensor
networks, multiple assets, routing for source-location privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, progress in wireless communica-
tions and micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) technolo-
gies made it feasible to construct a wireless sensor network
that is composed of hundreds to thousands of low-cost sensor
nodes [1]. The resource-constrained sensor nodes can sense,
measure and gather information from the underlying environ-
ment, and they can transfer the collected data to a base station
(or sink) in a multi-hop manner by wireless communications.
Applications are mainly military target tracking and surveil-
lance, natural disaster prediction, habitats monitoring and traffic
monitoring. Timely information gathering and dissemination is
crucial to the success of all applications. Various power-efficient
mechanisms are also considered in all aspect of hardware plat-
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forms, operating systems, protocols, and application services.
Expected to be widely deployed in the near future, sensor net-

works are highly vulnerable to packet-tracing attacks. Due to the
open nature of wireless communication, it may be easy for ad-
versaries to eavesdrop or inject packets into the networks [2].
Many networks are often deployed in outdoor areas. Thus, at-
tackers may break up or replace the nodes of the networks. Fur-
thermore, there exist some applications that need to consider
location privacy of communicating nodes. For instance, wire-
less sensor networks deployed in battlefields to support snipers
or in natural habitats to monitor rare wildlife may strongly need
to protect the locations of assets (i.e., soldiers or rare wildlife)
against the adversaries (i.e., enemies or poachers) [3], [4].

It is shown in [5] that adversaries can easily analyze the base
station centric traffic by rate-monitoring attacks and deduce the
location of a base station. If an adversary is around a base sta-
tion, then the adversary may be able to eavesdrop all incoming
packets. By repeatedly taking such hop-by-hop tracing, the ad-
versary can approach the packet-originating node and may fi-
nally identify it. One of the popular countermeasures on the
routing level is to make it difficult for the adversary to trace
its way back to the origin of communications (i.e., source [3],
[6], [7]). The preferred strategies usually adopt random walks
to make the paths more irregular and longer, as opposed to the
conventional routing that seeks the shortest or lowest-cost paths.
Generally, each packet is sent over a separate path for path diver-
sity. The goal of such approach is to send more packets before
the source is located by the adversary, where the number of the
packets delivered to the sink is known as safety period [3], [6].
[5], [8] are studies to protect the location of the sink but share a
similar idea. However, as the direction of packet-forwarding is
identical to that of the tracing by the opponent, fake-packet in-
jections are usually deployed to direct the adversary to a wrong
place.

A common problem in [3], [6]–[8] is that their schemes in-
troduce long latencies when transferring packets, as they pre-
fer to deliver more packets via long paths.1 Another problem
results from the fact that they regard a single asset in the net-
work.2 Many of their routing methods force to send each packet
over a separate path. In this paper, we propose a routing scheme
that deals with these problems. We consider the wireless sen-
sor network that comprises many assets and sources. Our rout-
ing strategy may not only increase location privacy of the active
source but also protect the dormant sources against the packet-

1The work in [9] proposes a routing technique to reduce the latency while
increasing the source privacy, but it also introduces many problems, which will
be discussed in the next section.

2In [10], a scheme to protect multiple assets against the global eavesdropper
is proposed. Unfortunately, it requires all nodes in the network to send packets
periodically as fake sources.
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tracing attack in the networks of a large number of assets.3 The
proposed routing technique, greedy perimeter stateless routing-
based source-location privacy with crew size w (GSLP-w), is
an extension of GPSR [12], [13]. Taking merit of the localized
and distributed geographic (location)-aware routing, the perime-
ter routing concept of GPSR is adopted to detour the dormant
sources so that their locations cannot be exposed to an adver-
sary. With the probabilistic combination of random and greedy
forwarding, the length of the route path can be controlled to
avoid the excessive latency. Allowing more than one packet
to be sent over each path, it may further reduce the packet-
delivery latency, yet increasing location privacy of the active
source. Through simulations, we evaluate the performance of
GSLP-w based on two criteria: Normalized safety period (NSP)
and normalized delivery latency (NDL).4 We choose phantom
routing-single path (PR-SP) [3], [6] for comparison because it
is a notable routing protocol for source-location privacy and, to
some extent, it may protect the location of the active source in
the presence of multiple assets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
work is reviewed in the next section. Section III describes net-
work and threat models used in this paper. In Section IV, we
propose our routing scheme GSLP-w. Motivations underlying
our approach and the routing method are presented. Section V
gives the performance evaluation of GSLP-w through simula-
tions. Comparisons with PR-SP are made in terms of the num-
ber of sources. Further improvements of GSLP-w are addressed.
Section VI concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Phantom routing (PR) paved the way toward the routing for
location privacy in wireless sensor networks [3]. In PR, each
packet first takes a random walk of some fixed number of hops
(say, 10 or 15 hops) to make it harder for the local eavesdropper
to trace the movements of packets. Then, packets are delivered
in the routing phase by using the shortest path routing (PR-SP)
or flooding (PR-flooding (PR-F)). The privacy strength is di-
rectly proportional to the length of the random walk: Longer the
walk, better the strength. The route can vary with time, thereby
meaning that an adversary can get pulled to another portion to
the network that might not see future packets after the route
switches. In the subsequent work [6], a formal model for lo-
cation privacy was introduced and the effect of the source mo-
bility on location privacy was studied. This is the first study
on routing-level location privacy in wireless sensor networks.
However, the long-distance random walk may lead to excessive
delay in the packet-delivery. The paths made during the random

3Generally, a sensor node becomes a source upon detecting some asset that
appears within its sensing range. We say that a source is active if it is in the pro-
cess of sending packets to the sink and dormant otherwise. The dormant source
may be involved in local monitoring of nearby assets or performing internal op-
erations like compression of the gathered data [11].

4The terms safety period (SP) and delivery latency (DL) are introduced in
[3] as metrics to evaluate the privacy strength and the efficiency of the routing
protocol. The former is defined as the number of packets delivered to the sink
before the location of the packet-originating node is exposed to the adversary,
while the latter is the average length (in hops) of the path carrying the packets.
In this paper, we normalize SPs and DLs with the least number of hops between
the source and the sink, thus we use NSPs and NDLs.

walk phase may lead to back-and-forth or zigzag movements,
frequently. On the other hand, Kamat et al. [14] analyzed tem-
poral privacy in delay tolerant sensor networks and proposed
adaptive buffering at intermediate nodes. Clearly, delaying pa-
ckets can address location privacy by allowing the asset to
move.

In [7], the self-adjusted directed random walk was studied
to overcome the routing holes and to maintain randomness
throughout the random walk. The performance has also been
studied by considering the ratio of the random walk length to
the distance between the source and the sink. In [14], the algo-
rithm greedy random walk (GROW) that makes a two-way ran-
dom walk by both the source and the sink was proposed under
the global eavesdropper model of having multiple monitoring
points. However, route paths are now longer in order to increase
source-location privacy (i.e., safety period), thus the schemes
also suffer from the excessive delivery latency.

Cyclic entrapment method (CEM) [9] is unique in the sense
that it aims at reducing the packet-delivery latency, while en-
hancing source-location privacy. The shortest path is created be-
tween the active source and the sink to deliver data packets, but
the nodes that are on the path are attached to each loop of fixed
hops (for instance, 10 or 15 hops). When a packet is routed
along the shortest path, it encounters one of these pre-configured
loops. Then, the encountered loops are activated and begin cy-
cling fake packets around the loops. This makes it harder for
the adversary to distinguish packets, whether they are from the
real source or not. Both the shortest latency and the long safety
period can be attainable as long as the attacker is enticed into
the trap loop. However, there are several critical problems in the
CEM approach.

First, the loops may not repeatedly or successfully entice the
adversary because, with the help of some cache that stores the
history of locations visited, the opponent may perceive that it
is following the fake packet by analyzing the correlation among
the locations on the traced path. Second, all nodes in the net-
work must set up their own loops, but only a few of them lying
on the shortest path (i.e., loop activation nodes) are activated for
enticing. Thus, creating loops by all nodes introduce too many
packets into the network. Third, each loop must be at least of
length k, but finding such a loop reduces to the k-longest path
problem, which is widely known as NP-complete [15]. Fourth,
when the adversary gets near the loop activation node, the fake
packets should be timely ejected from the loop to successfully
entice the adversary away. Thus, the fake synchronization prob-
lem5 should be resolved properly. Due to such drawbacks, the
loop mechanism of CEM seems to be beyond a practical use.

On the other hand, there are studies on destination-location
privacy in wireless sensor networks. In [3], several schemes to
hide the location of the base station against the traffic-analysis
attacks are proposed. In contrast to the local eavesdropper model
in this paper, the adversary model is global as it monitors and
gathers the traffic at several nodes called aggregators. Their
strategies, combined with random walk, fake-packet injection,
and multi-path routing, are applicable to a network of multiple
base stations.

5The problem arises as the adversary traces up the route path in the opposite
direction of the packet delivery.
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Location privacy routing (LPR) [8] is a mono-phase pro-
tocol that protects the packet destination against the packet-
tracing attack started from the source. In LPR, each node di-
vides its neighbors into two lists: closer_list, consisting of
neighbors closer to the destination and further_list, compris-
ing the rest of neighbors. Whenever a packet arrives, the node
chooses its next-hop node from further_list with probability
pf (0 < pf < 1) and from closer_list with probability 1 − pf .
Optionally, it emits a fake packet to one of its neighbors cho-
sen from further_list LPR provides strong sink-location pri-
vacy. Unfortunately, it cannot be directly applicable for source-
location privacy since the fake synchronization problem may
arise, as in CEM. Besides, the path made by LPR may occasion-
ally bring many oscillations, such as back-and-forth or zigzag
movements. As addressed in [8], it usually introduces a long
path of many hops for each packet and suffers from the exces-
sive packet-delivery latency.

III. NETWORK AND THREAT MODELS

In this section, we briefly introduce the network and adver-
sary models that will be used in this paper. Readers may refer
to [3], [6] for more information. There exist N sensor nodes
and multiple assets in the network. But the number of assets is
much less than the number of nodes (for instance, less than 1.0%
of N ). Assets require their locations to be protected against the
packet-tracing attack. Each node has the signal transmission (or
sensing) range of r (> 0) and two nodes apart with distance
more than r communicate via relay nodes in the multi-hop fash-
ion. We do not consider any specific medium access control
(MAC) protocol in our study. The link-layer transmission of
each node is based on the omni-directional local (i.e., 1-hop)
broadcast. We assume that neither collisions nor errors arise in
packet transmissions.

The adversary considered in this paper is a passive attacker
that can eavesdrop on the local traffic among nearby nodes. The
adversary is able to perform the hop-by-hop tracing toward the
packet-originating node (i.e., the active source), but neither in-
jects any packets into the network nor interferes with node com-
munications. Possibly, equipped with a GPS receiver, a spec-
trum analyzer, and an antenna, the adversary can measure the
arrival angle of a packet transmission and the strength of the
signal as well. The adversary is always in a listening mode and
it chooses and moves to the immediate node that has transmitted
the packet first. The adversary is also patient enough to wait at
a location until it hears the new packet, i.e., the patient model
in [6]. We assume that the adversary always starts its tracing
from the base station.

Assume L(v) denotes the coordinate of object v (for instance,
a node, asset or adversary), i.e., L(v) = (xv, yv). We say that
the location of source s is exposed to or captured by adversary κ
if and only if |L(s)− L(κ)| ≤ α where, α is called the capture
range [3] or disclosure distance, and a disk of radius α is said to
be disclosure area. As in [3], [6]–[9], we assume that the hear-
ing radius of the adversary is equal to that of the sensor node,
i.e., α = r

Fig. 1. Active source and dormant source in a wireless sensor network
of multiple assets.

IV. GSLP-w APPROACH

This section describes the details of our proposed routing
method, GSLP-w, that takes account of the presence of multiple
assets and seeks to deliver more packets while avoiding exces-
sively long paths. We first introduce the motivation behind our
approach and then, the next-hop selection algorithm. We derive
the expected length of the route path established by our algo-
rithm.

A. Dormant Source

A node that senses assets appearing within its signal range is
called a source. A source node usually gathers information from
assets (and the environment) and sends it by a series of pack-
ets to the base station. A source node is said to be active if it
is in the process of reporting gathered information to the sink
and dormant otherwise. The dormant source may be involved in
local monitoring of the nearby assets or internal operations like
compression of the gathered data [11]. In Fig. 1, for instance,
the source node m closest to panda1 is active, and sources n
and e, closest to panda2 and panda3, respectively, are dormant
where, panda1, panda2, and panda3 are assets. The active m
makes use of a single path for the delivery of data packets to the
base station, while the adversary tries to capture packets by trac-
ing up the path. Considering one-hop tracing per packet, it can
be inferred that three packets have delivered to the base station
(by assuming that the attack always begins at the base station).
Thus, the adversary has moved three hops closer to m. Since
asset panda3 is close to the node e that is two-hops away from
the adversary, if one more packet is sent from m then, it will
cause panda3 to be in danger (the assumption is that the oppo-
nent can locate the asset within the capture distance α is such
that α ≤ r for signal transmission range r). In this case, panda3
could be a victim of a routing method that takes the route path
passing by near the asset. The asset panda3 would be protected
by using a routing strategy that makes a detour around the assets
under protection. Therefore, we have to devise a next-hop selec-
tion strategy in which a node that comprises any asset within its
sensing area of radius r is not chosen for routing.
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Fig. 2. Alert zone declaration by a source node and normal packet
forwarding.

In the meantime, we take it for granted that the number of
assets is quite small compared to the number of sensor nodes
and that assets are very sparsely scattered over the network. For
the sake of simplicity, it is further assumed that there exists a
one-to-one relationship between each asset and its correspond-
ing source such that no two or more assets lie within the same
radio cell.6 Hence, locating some specific source is equivalent
to finding the corresponding asset, and vice versa. Equivalently,
locating a source implies capturing its corresponding asset.

B. Alert Zone Setup

A simple procedure announcing a certain “be-aware-of” area
is independently performed by each node that comprises an asset
within its sensing range. That is, each source initially declares a
circle of alert range β (≥ α) called alert zone, that is enough to
hide itself and the corresponding asset from the tracing, and in-
forms the nodes within the zone of it. As in Fig. 2, some control
packets announcing the alert zone setup is diffused within the
area by using geocasting [17]. Thus, every node within the zone
is informed of the identity of the source node that is declared
in the zone. This implies that there exist some assets within a
disk of radius β. In routing, the nodes in the alert zones are not
allowed to be chosen as the next-hop nodes. This prohibits the
attacker that is tracing up the route path from coming into the
zones, i.e., the adversary cannot approach any asset within the
disclosure zones. Each alert zone can be regarded as a protec-
tive wall for the asset to block the adversary. The introduction
of the alert zone may cause problem on protecting source loca-
tion because a packet is going around the zone may reveal that
there might be some asset near there. Under the condition that
the number of assets in the network is quite less than the num-
ber of nodes, we can deploy many fake sources, as in [3], [6],
or increase the capture range (i.e., disclosure distance) to make
it difficult for the adversary to locate some assets.

C. Next-Hop Node Selection

In GSLP-w, every packet is forwarded to the next-hop node in
one of four modes, greedy, random, perimeter, and retreat,

6When an asset is identified by more than one node then, a leader election
algorithm like [16] can be applied for bidding. But, this is beyond the scope of
this paper.

Fig. 3. GSLP-w, the proposed next-hop selection strategy.

as in Fig. 3. We assume that each node x knows of the coordi-
nate of its neighbor y ∈ N(x) and whether y ∈ AZ(z) or not
for any z, where N(x) is the set of neighbor nodes of x and
AZ(z) denotes the set of nodes residing within the alert zone
that is declared by some source z.

Greedy forwarding prevents the path getting very long and
helps the path to converge to the destination. As u receives
packet M from adjacent node t, it first checks if M is the first
crew, i.e., the first packet that is to be sent over a path. If M is
the first crew, the next-hop node is newly chosen otherwise, M
is forwarded to the next-hop node specified in the routing table
which is built for the geographic-aware routing like GPSR [12].
Assume prw−s denotes the probability of going into random
mode from greedy mode and a random number p (0 < p < 1)
is generated. Then, a transition to random mode takes place if
p ≤ prw−s, the mode remains the same otherwise. The next-
hop selection by u in greedy mode is as follows.

Select v such that |L(v)− L(b)| = min {|L(vi)− L(b)| | vi ∈
N(u)}, where b stands for the sink. If v �∈ AZ(z) for any z, the
current mode switches into perimeter mode.

The mode random is to enhance the path diversity. Once the
mode random is committed, certain subsequent next-hop nodes
are supposed to be chosen under the same mode for further ran-
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domization of the path. The number of such hops, defined as
random walk length, is specified by field TTLrw within the
packet being sent. That is, node u that receives packet M first
checks the field of it. If TTLrw > 0, by default the mode goes
into random mode, then next-hop v is chosen and TTLrw is
decremented by one, i.e., TTLrw = TTLrw−1. Otherwise (i.e.,
TTLrw is 0), v is selected in the mode greedy. Field TTLrw

specifies an upper bound upon the random walk length because
it is valid as long as perimeter mode does not happen. The next-
hop selection in the mode random is as follows.

Select an arbitrary v ∈ N(u) that makes non-negative progress
(this is known as random progress in [18]). If v �∈ AZ(z) for
any z, then the mode changes into perimeter mode

Perimeter routing was originally introduced in GPSR [12] to
avoid the routing hole that might arise due to greedy forwarding.
In GSLP-w, it is adopted to direct the path under development
not to get into the alert zones of comprising assets. This brings
detouring of alert zones encountered during the packet-delivery.
Each source node that sets up its alert zone and the asset within
it are protected from the packet-tracing attack as the adversary
cannot approach within the disclosure or capture range α.

Assume ūb denotes the line-segment from current node u to
sink b. The routing in perimeter mode is performed as follows.

Select v that is the first neighbor counterclockwise (i.e., right-
hand rule) or clockwise (i.e., left-hand rule) about u from ūb
such that v �∈ AZ(z) form any z. If such v does not exist, the
mode goes into retreat mode.

The mode retreat is to get backtracking to the previous-hop
node t when the path cannot be developed any longer at cur-
rent node u, in the modes, greedy, random, and perimeter. We
assume that the routing hole problem never happens in the net-
works and that there always exists a path between any pair of
a packet-originating node and the sink. Readers may find more
information on this topic in [19], [20].

Remarks: We now compare the proposed GSLP-w with other
representative works in [3], [6]–[9], that are in the area of
location privacy routing for wireless sensor networks. All ap-
proaches make use of random forwarding for the path diver-
sity. They differ among each other on the heuristics applied
to increase randomness. In PR-SP [3], [6] the first half of the
routing is the random walk of some fixed length. LPR [8] per-
forms probabilistic random forwarding through the whole pro-
cess of the routing. In GSLP-w, the selection by using the ran-
dom progress begins with probability prw−s and continues at the
subsequent hops as long as TTLrw > 0, provided that perime-
ter mode does not arise. The probability that goes into ran-
dom mode needs not be large (in simulations, it is given as
prw−s = 0.05 for modest cases). Greedy forwarding is used
only in the last phase of PR-SP [3], [6], while, in our method, ev-
ery node at the mode greedy tries to perform it. In CEM [9], the
route path for the packet-delivery is set up by using the shortest
path discipline. Another feature of our approach is the perime-
ter mode that takes care of detouring the alert zones. As op-
posed to the single packet per path in other works [3], [6]–[8],

in GSLP-w, w packets are allowed to go through a path, where
different w values are randomly chosen for different paths (to
be presented in the next section). Finally, back-and-forth or
zigzag forwarding is not intended to enlarge the path in GSLP-w.

�

D. Evaluation Criteria and Expected Path Length

Two criteria, namely safety period (SP) and delivery latency
(DL) in [3] are used for the evaluation of the proposed rout-
ing method through simulations. We do not consider the num-
ber of packets carried into the network since our method and
PR-SP [3], [6], both use a single path without fake-packet injec-
tions, thus the delivery latency (i.e., path length) is reduced to
the number of packets carried per path. In the meantime, since
this paper is also concerned with the dormant sources regarding
multiple assets, we need to redefine the original SP as follows.
The (modified) safety period is defined as the number of data
packets successfully delivered to the sink from the active source
before the source is captured by the adversary, yet completely
protecting location-privacy of other sources. The metrics are
valued under the assumption that the attacker begins his tracing
at the sink. Therefore, we use normalized safety period (NSP)
and normalized delivery latency (NDL) which are obtained by
dividing SP and DL, respectively, with the least number of hops
between the active source and the sink.

We now calculate the expected number of hops of the path
taken by GSLP-w in Fig. 3. Our goal is to find how many times
the path made by the proposed method is longer than the short-
est path. Let pg (0 < pg < 1) be the probability that greedy
forwarding is committed in choosing the next-hop node. Denote
by E(k) the least number of hops remained toward the sink b
after k (> 0)-consecutive movement (i.e., packet-forwarding)
from the active source s. Let d be the number of hops of the
shortest path between s and b. Initially, we have E(0) = d at
s, as there has been no movement yet. Then, 1-hop movement
from s leads to the equality E(1) =E(0)−pg + (1−pg) =E(0)
+ (1−2pg), because the movement directs the path under devel-
opment to be shortest toward b with probability pg , while to be
non-shortest with probability 1− pg . Thus, the recurrence rela-
tions for successive movements are given as follows: E(0) = d,
E(1) = E(0) + (1 − 2pg), E(2) = E(1) + (1 − 2pg), · · ·,
E(k) = E(k − 1) + (1 − 2pg). This yields to a general equa-
tion E(k) = d + k(1 − 2pg). Suppose that the path converges
to sink b after k movements. It implies that E(k) = 0, i.e.,
d + k(1 − 2pg) = 0. Note here that k is the expected number
of hops we want to get. Thus, it is given that expected length of
the path (in hops) = k = d/(2pg − 1) and NDL = 1/(2pg − 1).
Put differently, the length of the path established by GSLP-w is
1/(2pg − 1) times longer. That is, the safety period of GSLP-w
is 1/(2pg−1) times longer than that of the shortest path between
s and b. The inequality pg > 1/2 must hold for any movement
because the path should converge to the sink. Note that the equa-
tions above actually state the upper bounds on the path lengths
since the possibility that the next-hop node chosen in random
mode directs the path to be shortest to b has been ignored in the
formulas above.

Remarks: Probability 1 − pg that directs the next-hop move-
ment at each intermediate node to be non-shortest to the sink can
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be expressed as 1−pg = pp+prw−c+pr, where pp is the prob-
ability that perimeter mode is committed, prw−c is the proba-
bility that random mode is committed, and pr is the probability
that retreat mode arises, respectively, in choosing the next-hop
node. We note that prw−c differs from prw−s, the probability
that mode greedy switches into random in general. Gener-
ally, prw−c ≤ prw−s holds because the next-hop node chosen
at either greedy or random mode becomes void if it lies within
some alert zone, and the new next-hop is chosen in perimeter
mode. Probability pp depends on the number of dormant nodes
in the network and both prw−c and pr are also related to the
number of neighbors of a node. When there exists only one as-
set as in [3], [6]–[9], it is given that pp = 0 and prw−c = prw−s.
Hence, making the path longer to increase privacy strength of
the source-location more is quite simple because we can freely
fix the values of system parameters pg and prw−s. But, the case
is different when pp > 0 because the actual values of prw−c, pg ,
and pr are intrinsically non-deterministic. Next, we present the
performance evaluation of the proposed GSLP-w through simu-
lations. �

V. PERFORMACE EVALUATION

We begin with introducing the simulation configurations.
Comparisons are made with PR-SP [3], [6], a routing strategy
for source-location privacy in wireless sensor networks.

A. Simulation Setup

We are not aware of simulation tools, yet available in the pub-
lic domain and dedicated to measuring location privacy strength
and related performances. As in other works [3], [6], [7], [9]
we developed our own software for simulations. Simulator soft-
ware is developed in Java and consists of about 5,400 source
lines and 541 kB of executable code. It covers the routing al-
gorithms of PR-SP and GSLP-w without including the physi-
cal and MAC layers. All sources are assumed to be stationary
throughout simulations. Packets are sent according to the low-
duty cycle model [3], [6], i.e., the subsequent packet from the
active source is not sent until its proceeding packet arrives at the
destination. The tracing by the adversary is assumed to always
begin at the sink.

Each simulation of GSLP-w uses 100 topologies of the net-
work that is comprised of about 50,000 nodes with the average
number of neighbors being 8, where the nodes are randomly
placed. Excluding the least tens and the largest tens, 80 out of
100 results are averaged for evaluations. Routing holes and path
looping are not taken into account in simulations. The number
of dormant sources Ns is restricted within 0.8% of N because
the competitor, PR-SP, hardly develops its own path in case it
is beyond the bound. Initially, we considered only one active
source but multiple dormant sources in the networks and later
extended the number of active sources up to 8. Table 1 summa-
rizes the simulation configurations. We define the crew size w as
the number of packets to be sent over a path. Noting both privacy
strength and performance of a routing method are proportional
to hs−b (i.e., the least number of hops between s and b), various
fractions of it are considered for choosing w (hereafter, let us
call all instances of GSLP-w as GSLP family).

Table 1. Simulation configurations.

Fig. 4. Example of the paths established by GSLP-w (screenshot, w=1).

◦ GSLP-1: w = 1, one packet

◦ GSLP-1Q: w ∈ 1Q, i.e., chosen from [2, hs−b/4]

◦ GSLP-2Q: w ∈ 2Q, i.e., chosen from [(hs−b/4) + 1, hs−b/2]

◦ GSLP-3Q: w ∈ 3Q, i.e., chosen from [(hs−b/2) + 1, (3hs−b)/4]

◦ GSLP-4Q: w ∈ 4Q, i.e., chosen from [((3hs−b)/4) + 1, hs−b]

◦ GSLP-2/3Q: w ∈ 2/3Q, i.e., chosen from [(hs−b/4) + 1, (3hs−b)/4]

A screen shot of the paths established by using GSLP-w is
shown in Fig. 4, where w = 1 and the ordinary nodes are not de-
picted for the simplicity of the figure. Each source is surrounded
with two small circles: the inner one shows the disclosure area
of capture range α (= r) and the outer one outlines the alert
zone of alert range β (= 2r). Two big circles, respectively, on
the top right and the bottom left emphasize the locations of ac-
tive source s and sink (i.e., base station) b. The many paths es-
tablished from s to b are drawn with thin ines. Following these
in the reverse direction, the tracing taken by the attacker is rep-
resented with small thick circles. It is seen that s has been cap-
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tured in the end, but all dormant sources (also their correspond-
ing assets) remain “alive” from the packet-tracing attack, owing
to detours taken by perimeter routing. The configured system
parameters and obtained metrics are shown on the bottom of
each figure.

In Fig. 4, it can be inferred that the paths established by using
GSLP-w are almost evenly distributed from side to side in terms
of the straight line-segment between s and b. This is due to the
fact that the next-hop node selection in perimeter mode is com-
mitted by alternately taking the left-hand rule and in turn, the
right-hand rule for route paths. Thus, if the attacker is enticed
into one side, the subsequent path on the other side may carry
w packets without being in danger of tracing. Paths hardly in-
troduce back-and-forth or zigzag movements, even though they
may take place occasionally or pathologically in case of detour-
ing the alert zones. Hence, the adversary tracing back the paths
may rarely suspect that it has been enticed into the wrong place.

B. Simulation Results

B.1 Normalized Safety Period (NSP)

The impact of the number of dormant sources Ns on NSP is
shown in Fig. 5. The key point is that, as Ns increases, NSPs of
most of the GSLP family slightly increase, while those of PR-
SP (shown in dotted lines) drop sharply. This trend stems from
the fact that the GSLP family possesses the perimeter routing
capability that detours the alert zones throughout the packet-
delivery, but PR-SP does not have such capability. In PR-SP,
the possibility that packet-forwarding gets into the alert zones
increases as hs−b increases. This shortens the safety periods of
PR-SP. Among the GSLP family, GSLP-1Q (drawn in thick bro-
ken line) provides the highest NSPs for all cases. Concerning
the crew size w, more w implies less NSPs in general. But, it is
worth noting that one packet for each path (i.e., w = 1) is not so
good as much as GSLP-1Q (i.e., w ∈ 1Q), and it ranks roughly
in the middle among the GSLP family. Too large as w ∈ 3Q or
4Q and too small as w = 1, cases are not good choices. This can
be explained as follows. The large crew size forces the tracing
by the adversary to more quickly capture the active source as
many packets are sent over a path. In case of w = 1 each packet
takes a separate path, thus more paths are established. But, be-
cause of small values of parameters TTLrw (= 5%∼10% of
hs−b) and prw−s(= 0.05), the path diversity is not sufficient
and the path is also not sufficiently longer. However, the case
of crew size w ∈ 1Q entices the adversary into further random
places and delays the tracing, compared to the case of w ∈ 3Q
or w ∈ 4Q, and it allows more packets per path (i.e., increases
NSPs), compared with the case of w = 1. GSLP-2/3Q yields
NSPs, as expected, roughly between NSPs given by GSLP-2Q
and GSLP-3Q.

Interestingly, PR-SP is better than the GSLP family when
hs−b is relatively small as 30 or Ns is near zero (Fig. 5(a) and
(b)). Since prw−s is 0.05 and TTLrw is 2 or 3 when hs−b = 30,
neither the path diversity nor the path length cannot be enlarged
sufficiently. On the contrary, the random walk length of PR-SP
varies from 7 to 15, thus PR-SP yields relatively longer and
more randomized paths and it provides more increased NSPs.
Later, we address how to improve NSPs of the GSLP family

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. The impact of Ns on NSP: (a) hs−b = 30, (b) hs−b = 50, and (c)
hs−b = 70.

further in such a case.

B.2 Normalized Delivery Latency (NDL)

Fig. 6 shows NDLs measured through simulations. Since PR-
SP does not take into account the alert zones during the path
development, it gives nearly invariant delivery latencies. NDLs
of PR-SP remain below 1.4 for all cases. The GSLP family takes
1.53 on average and a maximum 1.85. Detouring the alert zones
in the GSLP family usually makes their paths longer than PR-
SP. As Ns increases, the deviations among NDLs of the GSLP
family slightly increase but still remain within 0.2. From the
point of the ratio of NSP to NDL, the GSLP family offers better
results than PR-SP for Ns ≥ 0.4 at hs−b = 50 and Ns ≥ 0.2 at
hs−b = 70.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. The impact of Ns on NDL: (a) hs−b = 30, (b) hs−b = 50, and(c)
hs−b = 70.

B.3 Impact of Number of Active Sources

So far we have considered the case when there is only one
active source even though there exist multiple dormant sources
in the networks. Fig. 7 shows the results of experiments when
the number of active sources, Na, is 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8, respec-
tively, where the distance of the shortest path between each
pair of an active source and the sink is about 70-hop and active
sources are evenly placed into omni-directionally. Percentages
in parentheses in legends of Fig. 7 refer to, Ns’s, the rates of
dormant sources to the total number of nodes. Overall, NSPs
of both GSLP-1Q and PR-SP increase as Na increases. This is
because the adversary usually traces up the active source that
send a packet for the first time to the sink thus, the other sources
may send packets with little danger of location-exposure. Since
PR-SP does not possess perimeter routing capability that avoids

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. The impact of the number of active sources (hs−b = 70): (a)
NSP and (b) NDL.

alert zones in the networks, NSPs of PR-SP gradually decrease
as Ns increases. On the other hand, NDLs of PR-SP are almost
invariant to both Na and Ns, but those of GSLP-1Q slightly in-
crease as Ns does due to perimeter routing. Fig. 8 shows the
simulation results when each active source is randomly chosen
out of [50, 100]-hop with respect to the sink.

B.4 Further Improvements by Increasing prw−s and TTLrw

In the previous experiments, small values were assigned to
system parameters prw−s, hs−b, and TTLrw (see Table 1). We
have seen that the path randomization and enlargement by the
GSLP family may not be so in effect at such values. We inten-
tionally consider the case of hs−b = 30 because, at this rel-
atively small value, NSPs of the GSLP family are lower than
those of PR-SP as in Fig. 5 (a). We want to observe the im-
pact of parameters prw−s and TTLrw on NSPs. First, the ran-
dom walk length (i.e., TTLrw ) is increased as one-folded (×1),
two-folded (×2), three-folded (×3), and four-folded (×4), re-
spectively. Thus, new TTLrw ranges we consider are [2, 3], [4,
6], [6, 9], and [8, 12], respectively, but still less than 15, the
half of hs−b. As in Fig. 9 (a), NSPs of GSLP-1Q increases un-
til Ns ≤ 0.4%, but decreases after that. The reason is as fol-
lows. During the first half, the effect of the path diversity by
the extended random walk continues, because there still exist
a few spaces to hold the paths that can make detours to avoid
the alert zones. But for Ns ≤ 0.4%, there may exist many
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. The impact of the number of active sources when each source
is randomly chosen out of [50, 100]-hop with respect to the sink: (a)
NSP and (b) NDL.

dormant sources and alert zones, hence the mode perimeter is
more frequently committed. So the path diversity effect gradu-
ally diminishes and it results in the decrease of NSPs. Nonethe-
less, compared with PR-SP, GSLP-1Q provides higher NSPs for
Ns ≥ 0.3% at two-folded TTLrw and for Ns ≥ 0.1% at three-
folded TTLrw . And it offers always higher NSPs at four-folded
TTLrw . NDLs under the same simulation settings are shown in
Fig. 9 (b). As Ns increases, so does the number of alert zones.
Thus, the path made by GSLP-1Q lengthens and NDLs of it, as
well. At Ns = 0.4%, two- or three-folded TTLrw suffices to
make GSLP-1Q offer higher NSPs with lower NDLs.

Remarks: We further measured NSPs by increasing prw−s

as one-folded (×1=0.05), two-folded (×2=0.10), three-folded
(×3=0.15), and four-folded (×4=0.20), respectively (the re-
sults are not depicted here). But the effects are not as good as the
case of increased TTLrw . It is expected that NSPs will further
increase at the cost of lengthening NDLs if TTLrw and prw−s

are simultaneously increased. �

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new routing tech-
nique GSLP-w that enhances location privacy of the packet-
originating node in the presence of multiple assets. With com-
bining three modes, greedy, random, and perimeter during the
packet-delivery, GSLP-w can render more path diversity, yet
allowing location-privacy of multiple assets. The paths devel-
oped by the proposed method hardly possess back-and-forth or

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Further improvement by increasing prw−s and TTLrw (hs−b =
30): (a) NSP and (b) NDL.

zigzag. Thus, the adversary tracing up the paths may suspect less
that it might be enticed into the wrong place. Through simula-
tions, we found that GSLP-1Q among the GSLP family shows
the best results regarding both the safety strength and the packet-
delivery latency. As Ns increases, improvements of NSPs com-
pared to PR-SP become significant in terms of the ratio of safety
period to delivery latency. Higher NSPs can be achieved by in-
creasing TTLrw or prw.

There is still open research issue to make a proper tradeoff
among the metrics, safety period, delivery latency, communi-
cation cost (power consumption), and control overhead, in the
networks of multiple assets and mobile sources. The issue on
location privacy in non delay-tolerant networks under the high-
duty cycle model is also a challenging topic. More powerful ad-
versary models and evaluation of routing strategies under non-
uniform distributions of multiple assets are also future work.
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